GROUND TRANSPORTATION
Getting around Cincinnati has never been easier or more affordable.
Cincinnati's compact downtown makes getting around incredibly easy. You will be able to walk
to world-class attractions, professional sports revenues and four-star restaurants. But when you
want to explore all that Cincinnati USA has to offer, convenient transportation services are
available throughout the region.

TO/FROM AIRPORT
The Airporter
Whether you're arriving or departing from Cincinnati/
Northern Kentucky International Airport (CVG), The
Airporter is the easiest and least expensive way to get
between downtown Cincinnati and CVG or downtown
Covington and CVG. It means no extra time parking and
no worries. Only $2 per trip.

Taxi

The Transit Authority of Northern Kentucky (TANK)
operates The Airporter, the easiest way to get downtown
from the airport

The rate from CVG to downtown Cincinnati is $34 for 1-4 people. CVG
is located 13 miles south of downtown Cincinnati in Northern Kentucky.

Shuttles and Limos
Transportation to and from the airport can be reserved ahead of time and confirmed the day
prior to travel. Visit www.cincyusa.com/transportation/services for a variety of options.
For instance, Executive Transportation Services offers $36 per person round trip airport transfers
to any pickup/drop off location in Cincinnati or Northern Kentucky. Their fleet ranges from
vehicles that can accommodate 1-14 passengers to motor
coaches for larger parties.

Ridesharing
Both Uber and Lyft have a strong presence in Cincinnati
and Northern Kentucky, offering affordable airport
service to travelers.

AROUND TOWN
Personal Power – Get a Move On!
In such a safe and walkable city, attendees often enjoy
experiencing downtown on foot or on bikes, which can
be rented at conveniently located Red Bike stations.

The Red Bike bike sharing system consists
of 56 stations and 442 bikes

Downtown Streetcar
The Cincinnati Bell streetcar runs up to 18 hours a day, 365 days a year, moving locals and
visitors along a 3.6-mile downtown loop from the riverfront, through the city center and around
the trendy Over-the-Rhine neighborhood. The Duke Energy Convention Center and most
downtown hotels are just steps from this route, seamlessly connecting all five of the city’s main
entertainment districts.

Cincinnati Metro
For those looking for a little more than just downtown, Cincinnati Metro
provides public bus transportation to area attractions for reasonable prices.
All Metro routes begin at Government Square, adjacent to Fountain Square in
downtown Cincinnati, with stops extending out from downtown into six zones.
This is the region’s primary municipal public
transportation alternative, operating from
approximately 4 AM to 1:30 AM daily.
www.go-metro.com
Fare: $1-$4 (based on zone), plus day passes are
available for Zones 1 and 2 and are sold on the
bus for extra convenience.

Southbank Shuttle – operated by Transit
Authority of Northern Kentucky (TANK)
Cincinnati convention attendees and residents
alike can board a shuttle bus to get to Northern
Kentucky dining and entertainment areas such as:
Newport on the Levee (a multi-venue complex that
houses retail, dining and entertainment),
Hofbrauhaus Newport, the Newport Aquarium,
MainStrasse Village and much more.

The Cincinnati Bell Connector is an electric streetcar that
complements Cincinnati’s award-winning Metro bus service

The service operates daily: Monday-Thursday
(6 AM–10 PM); Friday (6AM–midnight); Saturday
(10 AM–midnight); and, Sunday (10 AM–10 PM).
The cost is $1 per person (exact change is required;
no transfers). The service runs every 15–20 minutes.

Ridesharing
Both Uber and Lyft are readily accessible in the
city’s convention and entertainment districts, as well
as throughout the region.

Taxi
For those who prefer taxis/cabs, service is provided
to Cincinnati and surrounding areas 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. Regardless of company, reservations
can be made by contacting 513.35.FETCH
(33824).

Many attendees prefer Uber and Lyft as easy and
convenient transportation options. Reservations can
be made via the app or online.
Uber www.uber.com/drive/cincinnati/contact
Lyft www.lyft.com

